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Just days before Christmas, on 22 December, we
submitted our final briefing in our trial case. A
decidedly not fun way to spend the holiday season.

This briefing responds to the State’s opposition
briefing in which they advised the judge he need not
even read through our briefing, so confident they
were in winning.

We often wonder what it feels like to be on the
wrong side of freedom and the Constitution, but
we’re sure they’d respond they’re only doing their
jobs. For a salary and retirement they’re willing to
forego the U.S. Constitution and individual rights in
favor of a government apparatus intent on wiping out
personal freedom and liberty.

Thanks to everyone who has supported this case
through nearly four years. It’s your money which
funded it and kept it going. It’s your money which has
allowed us to hire lawyers, attend court and fight
back. Ironically, it’s also your money, in the form of
tax dollars, which have supported the environmental
groups and the State, so you’re paying both ways for
this legal fight.

A lot of people have contributed money and time to
this fight, many people have made monthly
contributions and many have made multiple
donations. ALL our money goes to pay the lawyer.
We have one more bill left for the January trial, and
then we’ll need money to sustain the case through
the appeal.

There will be an appeal. If we win, the State will
appeal. If we lose, we’ll appeal.

Our case is legally solid. You can send us an email and
we’ll send you anything you’d like to read, including
any supporting letters or documents you may want.
We have our Opening Brief, the State’s Opposition
Brief and our Reply Brief. It really is interesting
reading and it’s almost written in English.

Thanks to our lawyer, James Buchal, who worked

hard at getting the briefing in on time. The last thing
we wanted to do was delay this long running trial any
further, and after much frustration of working with
us trying to say what we wanted the brief to say he
finally submitted it 5 hours before the deadline.

We should win, but we’re fighting environmental law
and it’s heavily stacked to favor the State.

Hanging in the balance is the future of dredging.
Some have said the CEQA case doesn’t matter, but it
matters a great deal. The CEQA fight is all about
fighting the Administrative State. It’s the Constitution
versus regulation. Last year there were over 81,000
pages of rules, proposed rules and regulations
published in the Federal Register. That amounts to
over 3,000 new regulations in one year alone.

It would be impossible to comply with the entire set
of Federal and State regulations. The regulations for
suction dredging alone amount to nearly 1,000
separate regulations. When the citizens don’t push
back against this, it just continues. It’s clear our
elected representatives are doing little to stop this
flood of regulation. It’s up to you and I to make this
stand.

So it’s back to court once again. We’ll be gathering
outside the court house about an hour early, so plan
on coming early and supporting us in this last stand
against the State.

If you plan on attending the January 20th hearing
check the board on the first floor of the court house
for the location. Judge Ochoa’s court room has
changed locations.

This hearing is open to the public, but seating is
limited. Please leave room for the plaintiffs in the
first two rows.
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“Moderation in the pursuit of justice is no virtue.” Barry Goldwater

Judgment Day



The folks who produce the Bucket Digger have been great supporters of the fight and build a really 
handy prospecting tool. Please support the advertisers in our newsletter who are supporting the fight.
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 We submitted the Reply Brief, which is the final briefing on 22 December

Any support you can provide is greatly appreciated. Unlike the environmental groups we don’t get paid by
the State, nor do we get grants. Our legal effort is entirely supported by you – the individual miner. We’re
down to the final two months and then our three year old CEQA case will be heard by a judge. Our
arguments will determine the future of suction dredging. Will we live with an EIR which says suction
dredging causes significant damage to the environment? Or will we succeed in rolling back the EIR and the
regulations to what we can live with. We’re fighting for all dredgers, please help pay the legal bills.

$100 membership – you’ll get the 2016 Claims Report which will provide you the full listing for 
Northern California mining claims which are pending closure by BLM. This report gives you 
advanced information over the general public and a signficant advantage in finding valuable lode 
and place claims which may be available for new filings. Includes detailed information on the creek, 
river or geographic feature the claim is located on.

$200 and Up Membership – You’ll get the complete 2016 Claims Report, and the Advanced Report 
for the western state of your choice: California, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Arizona or Nevada. For 
California we’ll provide the specific named geographic feature the claim is located on (such as Yuba 
River, North Fork etc). For all other states we provide the abandoned claim information by county 
and Meridian, Township, Range Section, A.P.
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20 days until trial

Aug 31 Jan 20Sep 30

Join the WMA at www.sierrarivers.com or www.westernminingalliance.org

SUPORT THE LEGAL FIGHT TO RESTORE DREDGING

Oct 31 Nov 30 Dec 31

The last of our trial cases is fast approaching. This hearing will be open to the public so mark your calendar. Be sure to
wear your pro‐mining hats or T‐shirts. The WMA and PLP will make the final arguments in our fight to overturn the 2012
Environmental Impact Report which we claim deliberately misled the public. Come join us as our lawyer makes the final
arguments in a case second only in importance to the Rinehart case.

We’re on the final stretch – Help us Pay the Legal Bills
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Many regulatory agencies are going full speed to stop suction dredging. The USFS is no different and has 
proposed a new scheme to restrict the number of dredges they will allow in Northern Idaho down to just 
a handful. They are claiming they need to do this because they don't have the time to process the 
forms. That's right, the same agency being paid by your tax dollars to manage your lands is saying they 
are too busy and it is too time consuming so they need to just limit the dredges to make their lives easier.

We have been fighting in Idaho for over two years for your small miner rights and will continue to do so, 
but need your help.

Imagine you are a mining claim owner on the SF Clearwater and you rely on that river's very short dredge 
season (one month) to supplement your income. Now imagine you aren't one of the 15 permits they will 
issue because they claim they are too busy. There are approximately 150 suction dredgers who dredge 
their claim on that river. This is not just illegal, but blatant discrimination. The USFS was created to 
manage YOUR lands, not THEIR lands. Fed up yet?

We stand up for you all because it is the right thing to do, and when we send out these calls to action, we 
really need your help. Click on the link below and send an email. Don't just complain, send the 
email. We have made this as easy as we possibly could for you, so step up and take the 30 seconds to be 
heard.

If you are tired of government taking away your rights, send the email or letter. All of the contact 
information is contained in the letter we sent on behalf of AMRA and is contained in the link.

All you need to include in the email is you oppose the newly proposed "small scale suction dredge 
project". You can add anything you'd like to it, but it is important if you oppose further tyranny and send 
the email.

Follow the link below to a copy of the letter we sent to the USFS. 

Please send this today, the reply window is very short.

https://americanminingrights.com/usfs‐letter/

AMRA Requests Assistance in Protecting Dredging in Idaho

“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did, it never will.” Frederick Douglass

For those of who’ve been dredging for a while, and in this fight for a while, we know the price of our
rights is eternal vigilance. Our opposition to the continuing over‐regulation and over‐reach of
government requires our constant attention. There will never be a day when we wake up and say to
ourselves we’ve won it all, we can now dredge without worry. Our cause is liberty in our small corner
of the world, but our constant vigilance and action is always required. To maintain our rights we must
always pay attention to what’s going on in every state. Idaho has been a flash point for a couple of
years, and now you have the opportunity to assist Idaho miners in pushing back.
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The 2016 Claims Report will include state reports for 
the following:

Arizona

California (Northern and  Southern)

Idaho

Nevada

Oregon

Washington

We are tracking all claims pending closure for California by the specific geographic feature they are located on or 
near. For Arizona we’re at about 25%. It’s  time consuming process but each month we make further progress. Last 
year we ran about a 90% accuracy rate in predicting claims which would be available for new location – before they 
hit the “Closed Claim” list. We’re also compiling a report of historical closed claims for California. Meaning we can 
reach back in time and track claim records for a given location. This provides us the ability to scan the whole state and 
find areas open for location which aren’t on the BLM list.

We’ll begin selling an Advanced Copy of the Claims Report either the first or second week of January.  The Advanced 
Report provides you with information not available to the general public on claims which may be available for new 
location. This year we’re producing an Advanced Report for nearly all the Western States. This includes information on 
lode and placer claims. If you’re a $100 member or above we’ll be sending you a copy in January.

Based on our first scrub of the data it
appears this will be an average year
for claim closures, meaning we
expect between 1,000 and 1,500
claims to be abandoned in California.
We haven’t run a first check of the
other States, but it will probably be
average. Based on the list we’re
looking at right now there are some
claims abandoned this past year
which were located in the 1890’s
and quite a few which have been
held over 100 years.



Micro Sluice Concentrator

Micro Sluice 2

Micro Sluice Junior

Micro Sluice 1

The Micro‐Sluice Concentrator is based on the Micro‐Sluice 2 uses a
"double‐deck/high banker" design and will accept any size material and
retain the gold from 4 mesh (1/4") down to 200‐ mesh.

No pre‐classified or pre‐screening required! Highly portable, with a size
and weight of 12" x 25" (folded up) and 14 pounds, the Micro‐
Concentrator will process up to 300 lbs per hour. The accuracy is
typically 98% for visible gold and 60‐90% for sub‐visible (free) gold,
down to 200‐ mesh. The Heavy Duty HFBE Vibrator is recommended
for those "difficult" jobs with micron or "flour" gold.

www.micro‐sluice.com

Only 12lbs and 25" long the Micro‐
Sluice 2 processes wet or dry concentrates at a
rate up to 1/3 cu. yd. per hour. The innovative and
unique 4‐stage water recycling system uses a float
mounted pump to provide a consistent flow of
water to the hopper and sluice

For 20 Years Your Fine Gold Recovery Specialists

TheMicro‐Sluice utilizes a feed hopper into which water is
automatically added. The resulting slurry exits through
drain holes in a consistent manner. The material then pass
over a classifier plate with small holes to capture the finest
materials. Then the slurry passes over a riffle system that
utilizes a vee‐grooved rubber mat pioneered by Micro‐
Sluice Gold Products to capture even the finest gold. A
built‐in angle indicator guarantees the correct angle of the
sluice and repeatable results.

The Micro Sluice 1 is easy to backpack and
ATV friendly with the new high impact flat
bucket. It’s ideal for dry or desert use as a
wet recycle unit where water is limited.

An integral 1 quart feeder hopper
features a unique wash down system that
automatically regulates the rate of pre‐
screened material being classified. The
tailings filter bag ensures no lost gold, as
tailings can be run again to check for
proper operation.

Call 715‐924‐2816
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The schedule from now 
until the trial date is:

 31 August – Opening 
briefs due by the miners 
on the CEQA case and 
the preemption case, as 
well as Keith Walker’s 
challenge to the 
constitutionality of the 
AB 120 and SB 1018.

 17 November –
Received States 
Opposition Brief to our 
Opening Brief

 22 December – Filed the 
Reply Brief

 20 January 2016 – Trial 
date
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 Our opening brief was filed in August

 PLP, New 49ers and the WMA jointly 
funded and filed the appeal of our 
request for an injunction

 The attorney has filed a response to 
amicus briefs in the Rinehart case.

 We’ve received the State’s reply brief in 
our CEQA case

 We completed the Reply Brief

 Oral arguments 20 January 2016

If you’ve never participated in one of these lawsuits – it
can be interesting at times.

The Administrative Record alone is over 200,000 pages,
we think. It’s hard to tell, it’s likely no one knows exactly
how big the record is, but we’re certain it’s at least
200,000 pages because we had to sift through thousands
of pages in preparing our briefings.

The State’s Opposition Briefing was rather arrogant. It’s
clear their opinion of our ability is rather low, after all
we’re not funded by taxpayer dollars, and we don’t have
nice retirement packages.

The State’s fundamental argument is we miners are just a
bit disgruntled, but their multi‐million dollar EIR was a
work of art and if we weren’t so ignorant we wouldn’t
even dare challenge it.

Well, we think we’ll just keep plodding along with our
hopeless challenge of the machine, thank you very much.

It’s easy to see, after going through all this, how the rise
of Nazi Germany came about. It was just a natural
progression of fascism. It was simply blind obedience

because it was easier to obey than to fight.

It’s clear to us that the vast majority of “opposition” to
suction dredging, at least 95% was computer generated
emails which just repeated a no‐dredging text. Yet the
State points to these form letters as somehow proving
there is a large number of people opposed to dredging.
There’s not. As best as we can figure the total number of
people in the State opposed to dredging numbers about
19. The environmental groups are just good at pumping
out form emails by the thousands, but they’re not even
from people. Sure they have names on them, but when
you look at the date and times of submission they were
all submitted within seconds of each other.

It also became clear as we went through this litigation
there was a conspiracy to ban dredging. It’s also clear
data was fabricated and Courts were misinformed.

Some would call these lies, but it’s complicated. It’s so
complicated we wonder whether a judge will be able to
see it for what it is.

So now, it’s up to the judge.

Final Briefing Submitted On Time
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Issue Updates

SB 637

On 1 January SB 637 will go into effect.
This bill is designed to work around the
January 2015 court ruling that the
dredging ban is illegal. Instead this bill
requires additional environmental studies
and a new permitting process which is yet
undefined.

The bill requires you to obtain a Water
Quality permit in addition to the CDFW
permit, and any other permits the
Department may require, which are yet
undefined.

However, on 1 January dredging is legal.
The failure of the government to plan
doesn’t relieve them of the responsibility
to issue permits, if these permits are
required. So go ask for your Water Board
permit, when denied go ask for your
CDFW permit. Then go dredge with or
without your permits.

Some have asked about the legal action
against SB 637. On 19 January the mining
organizations in this fight including PLP,
the New 49ers, the WMA and AMRA had
a teleconference to discuss our response
to this bill and to agree on strategy.

We will be challenging this bill and we
have begun the necessary preparation to
start this challenge.

On December 15th many of us dredgers attended a dinner
sponsored by the American Mining Rights Association.

Nearly 400 miners attended this important dinner and meeting and
heard presentations on what’s being done to restore mining rights.

Thanks to everyone who supported this event and continue to
support the organizations which are supporting this fight.

AMRA provided a check to support the Rinehart case for $5,000
and another check to support the WMA effort in the CEQA case for
$2,500.

This ongoing litigation is made possible by your continued support
of the people who are supporting the litigation.

Will There Be a 2016 Dredging Season?

As of 1 January 2016 suction dredging is legal in California. SB 637 requires you to obtain a Water Quality
permit and a CDFW permit. The law cannot require the impossible. It is currently impossible to obtain these
permits from either agency. We recommend you request your permits, then you can make a decision from
there what you want to do. The January 2015 court ruling in San Bernardino struck down the 2012 Regulations
leaving the 1994 Regulations as the last legal set of regulations. Any dredging should be conducted under legal
regulations, and in accordance with legal seasons.

“I didn't know I was a slave until I found out I couldn't do the things I wanted.”  Frederick Douglass

AMRA Dinner Well Attended
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The Big Lie

“Get your facts first. Then you can distort them as you please.” Mark Twain

Environmentalists know if you push a lie long enough,
and hard enough, people will begin to believe it’s the
truth. We expect this from them. When the
government assists them in this lie, at the expense of
decent, hardworking people, it’s unconscionable.

Suction dredging is controversial is only based on who
you listen to. In 1960 the California legislature passed
the first law which required regulation, and permitting
of the use of suction dredges, for the protection of
salmon spawning areas.

From 1961 to 1994 suction dredging went on largely
unnoticed. In 1994 the first full Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) was conducted by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and concluded
suction dredging, under reasonable regulation, would
cause no significant harm to the environment.

This should have been the last word, right?

The California Environmental Quality Act, passed in
1970, allows only 30 days for opponents of a project to
challenge a completed EIR. In 1994 no one challenged
the EIR meaning it was final.

Kind of. CEQA also allows an EIR to be re‐opened under
a very limited set of circumstances which includes if
new information is presented which was unknown, and
could not have been known at the time of the EIR.

Almost immediately the environmental groups realized
they had missed their opportunity to challenge the EIR
and kill suction dredging, but there was no legal way for
them to stop it.

The environmental groups began putting pressure on

CDFW to conduct a new EIR, one which would find
significant effects were in fact occurring and to shut
down suction dredging throughout the State.

In 1995 CDFW began the preliminary work to prepare a
new EIR, one which they believed would pacify the
environmentalists, at the expense of legal mining claim
holders.

This 1995 effort was killed when a lone miner, John
Oates, obtained a letter from the US Forest Service.
Oates had asked the US Forest Service minerals
examiner why California was immediately conducting
another EIR when one had been completed less than a
year before.

The USFS minerals officer, Richard Zambiac, called
CDFW and spoke to their senior fisheries biologist, Mr.
Steven Taylor. The response received isn’t surprising,
but it is instructive, Mr. Zambiac replied to Oates with
the following:

“…he stated he did not know very much about mining,
but he knew a lot about writing regulations…Mr. Taylor
stated that the reason for the proposed Regulations
was because the Department of Fish and Game is
getting a lot of pressure from influential special interest
groups that don’t believe miners should be working in
the rivers.’ He then went on to say the proposed
regulations would be a good starting point to get this
situation under control even though the Department
had little scientific evidence that dredging in the rivers
really has a long term negative impact on fish and other
aquatic life.”
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The Big Lie

In 2003, responding to complaints from the Karuks the
Department sent two fisheries biologists, Mr. Dennis
Maria, and Mr. Bob McCallister to the Salmon River to
investigate the effects of suction dredging. They went
to the river on the last day of dredging season, which
meant all effects from a season of dredging were
observed. Their report concluded:

“The dredge holes created the only discernable juvenile
rearing habitat (rearing & escape cover) that I could
see…This rearing habitat consisted of “clean”
unimbedded cobbles that covered the dredger pool
substrate.”

“…the relatively light accumulation of fines observed at
this location, the general lack of rearing habitat (cover)
in this reach and the relatively high temperatures found
here…makes it unlikely that the current dredging
impacts will significantly or substantially harm
anadromous salmonid spawning…”

“In fact, for an area which had been dredged all
summer long, I saw relatively innocuous disturbance to
the existing habitat.”

“In summary…I saw nothing that would be considered a
violation or that would have a significant impact to the
fishery or significantly negatively impact the overall
biotic community of the Salmon River.”

In 2005 the Karuk tribe filed a lawsuit in Alameda
County claiming the coho salmon were now classified
as a threatened species and demanded the Department
close the Scott, Salmon and Klamath Rivers to suction
dredging.

CDFW denied suction dredging was having any harmful
effects on salmon and provided sworn testimony from
their senior fisheries biologist, Mr. Neil Manji, which
backed up their statements:

“…in my professional opinion as a fishery biologist, the
existing regulations governing suction dredging, which
are found in sections 228 and 228.5 of Title 14 of the
California Code of Regulations serve to permit suction
dredging activities while, at the same time, providing
protection for spawning adult salmonids, including
chinook salmon, and the developing eggs and larvae of
such species, which remain in the gravel following
spawning.”

In February 2006, one month after the Department’s
fisheries biologist had denied suction dredging was
causing any negative effects the miners learned the
Department had reached a secret settlement
agreement with the Karuks whereby the Klamath, Scott
and Salmon Rivers would be closed permanently to
dredging.

The New 49ers and Jerry Hobbs intervened to block the
settlement agreement on behalf of all mining claim
holders on these rivers. The miners requested the new
information the Department claimed it had which
supported a settlement agreement. The State
responded by requesting a Protective Order against
release of the information which the Court granted.

The Court denied the miners, and the public from even
seeing this supposed new information.

The Alameda Court then ruled the secret agreement
violated the law and blocked the settlement
agreement.

In September 2006 the Department reversed course
and in a classic sue and settlement tactic admits to the
Court they now believe suction dredging is harming
salmon and requests the Court to order a new
environmental study be prepared. They further inform
the Court it must defer to their judgment on this
because they are the experts on fish.
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The Big Lie

One small problem, the Department’s fishery biologist
opinion from January doesn’t support their statement.

Mr. Manji then submits an updated sworn declaration
“clarifying” his January declaration. In October 2006
the new declaration says in fact suction dredging is
harming salmon and he bases this new statement on
the review of 25 new studies and “substantially” more
information on salmon than the Department had in
January.

The Court then orders a new environmental review
through a Consent Decree which the miners signed, but
only agreeing to a limited review of the supposed new
effects on the Klamath, Scott and Salmon Rivers. The
miners continued to emphatically deny suction
dredging was causing any harm or there was new
information which indicated this.

The Department, in what appears to be a violation of
law, then used this opportunity for a limited review to
meet the demands of the environmentalists, that a full
blown, statewide, EIR be prepared, and this time the
EIR would show just how severe the effects were.

Except there was no evidence of this. In fact the 25 new
reports the Department used showed no new
information. There were no new reports which
indicated any more effects than what they had
previously evaluated in 1994. There was, however, a
report which the State was funding, and directing,
which was slated to evaluate the effects of suction
dredging and mercury.

The State selected Dr. Charles Alpers, of the US
Geological Survey, as the lead scientist for this study.
Dr. Alpers was an advisor to the Sierra Fund, a
supposed environmental group with an extreme anti‐
mining agenda. Dr. Alpers was on the Board of Advisors
of the Sierra Fund and was also a donor to the group.

The Alpers experiment was supposed to evaluate the
effects of an actual suction dredge and its ability to
remove mercury from the watershed. The state Water
Board in 2003 had found an unmodified suction dredge
had the ability to recover 98% of mercury from rivers

and the USGS study was supposed to be a follow on to
this study.

In 2007, the first year of the study, Dr. Alpers used a 3”
unmodified suction dredge to dredge a test hole in the
South Yuba River downstream from the confluence of
Humbug Creek and the Yuba River. This was supposed
to be a mercury hotspot, and according to the state
Water Board and the USGS this was one of the most
heavily mercury polluted areas in the state, if not the
entire country.

Dr. Alpers set up instruments to measure mercury
levels above the dredge, right behind the dredge and
downstream of the dredge and found –

Nothing.

The actual 3” dredge test showed no mercury being
emitted from the dredge, but did find significant
amounts of mercury in the dredge sluice box.

This isn’t the result the State wanted, and as admitted
by Dr. Alpers the Water Board told him they didn’t
want suction dredges to be the solution to cleaning up
mercury, but rather they desired suction dredges be
banned.

The study was re‐written to comply with this directive
and in the second year of the two year study Dr. Alpers
didn’t use a suction dredge, rather he dug a hole on the
bank in the middle of contaminated tailings from
Malakoff Diggins.

The area where this hole was dug was above the water
line where no suction dredge could ever work, and
where no winter scouring flows could move the gravel.
It was, in fact, an impossible place for a dredge to work.

The hole was dug by hand, the gravel sifted through
progressively finer screens until the very finest of the
gravel ended up in a bucket. Mercury, being a liquid,
was sifted right through each screen until it ended up in
the same bucket as the fine sediment.
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The Big Lie

Once bedrock was reached Dr. Alpers used a hydro‐
force nozzle which was attached to a plastic container
of water and blasted the bedrock with the water and
sucked the water back up into the container, then
recycled the water back through the pump impeller
and back onto the bedrock.

This time the State got the results they wanted.
However, these results could only be achieved by using
only the most contaminated sediments which settled
out of the container and allowing them to ferment for
two weeks in a lab jar.

The State then concluded that only two 4” dredges
working on the Yuba River for a mere 100 hours could
contribute nearly 10% of the entire Yuba River mercury
load for a year. Even though from the Suction Dredger
survey there were over 25,000 dredging hours on the
South Yuba River.

The entire suction dredging ban is based on lies. Not
“conservative estimates” but flat out lies. These lies
were intentionally constructed.

At each step of the way as the miners have sought
justice from the Courts the environmentalists and their
allies in the legislature have repeatedly thrown up new
hurdles by interfering in what is supposed to be an
independent branch of government.

When the Alameda Court imposed a moratorium on
the issuance of permits, the miners sued and
overturned the ban in the Appeals Court, but by then
SB 670 was passed which imposed its own moratorium.

When the miners sued to block SB 670 the legislature
then passed AB 120 which required “full mitigation” for
all environmental effects. A requirement never before
levied by the legislature on anyone, and a requirement
which the Department admitted was impossible to
meet.

When the Department finally met all the requirements
of SB 670 which included the completion of the
environmental report and the publishing of new
regulations the legislature passed SB 1018 which
imposed an endless moratorium on suction dredging.

When the miners won their arguments in the San
Bernardino Courts that the moratorium was
unconstitutional, the State then passed SB 637 which
sought to extend the illegal moratorium indefinitely by
setting a permitting process whereby no permits
existed, and no permitting scheme was even in place,
and requiring even further environmental review prior
to the issuance of permits.

Now the miners head to court attempting to show a
judge what happened and how it happened.

In sue and settle agreements such as the State and the
Karuks made, someone always loses, and its usually the
people not at the table.

Although there has been no dredging for seven years
during this litigation, the consequences of not fighting
are extreme.

Had the New 49ers and Jerry Hobbs not stepped into
the middle of a secret settlement agreement it’s likely
none of us would be dredging anyways.

It’s unlike the environmentalists to be satisfied with a
compromise. The simple fact is the Karuks don’t have a
reservation or legal rights to the land, the water or the
fish.

The miners do.

We’re sorry if this hurts their feelings, but it sucks to be
on the wrong side of history.
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We suction dredgers aren’t that
old. Many of us look around and
think the average age must be in
the 70’s but in actuality we
average 58 years old.

About 20% of us are under 50
years old, and about 5% are under
30 years.

About 23% of us run 2” dredges.
31% use 4” dredges and 24% use
5” dredges. A fair percentage of us
– 20% run over 6” dredges.
Despite what CDFW would lead
you to believe 392 dredgers ran 8”
dredges in 2009.

The most common brand of
dredge is Keene, followed by
Proline then Dahlke. Quite a few
dredgers run home made dredges

We Dredgers
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What If Elections Didn’t Matter?

What if Democrats and Republicans were two wings
of the same bird of prey?

What if elections were actually useful tools of social
control? What if they just provided the populace with
meaningless participation in a process that validates
an establishment that never meaningfully changes?

What if that establishment doesn't want and doesn't
have the consent of the governed? What if the two‐
party system was actually a mechanism used to limit
so‐called public opinion? What if there were more
than two sides to every issue, but the two parties
wanted to box you in to one of their corners?

What if there's no such thing as public opinion,
because every thinking person has opinions that are
uniquely his own? What if public opinion was just a
manufactured narrative that makes it easier to
convince people that if their views are different,
there's something wrong with that ‐‐ or something
wrong with them?

What if the whole purpose of the Democratic and
Republican parties was not to expand voters' choices,
but to limit them? What if the widely perceived
differences between the two parties was just an
illusion? What if the heart of government policy
remains the same, no matter who's in the White
House? What if the heart of government policy
remains the same, no matter what the people want?

What if those vaunted differences between
Democrat and Republican were actually just minor
disagreements? What if both parties just want power
and are willing to have young people fight
meaningless wars in order to enhance that power?

What if both parties continue to fight the war on
drugs just to give bureaucrats and cops bigger
budgets and more jobs?

What if government policies didn't change when

government's leaders did? What if no matter who
won an election, government stayed the same? What
if government was really a revolving door of political
hacks, bent on exploiting the people while they're in
charge?

What if both parties supported welfare, war, debt,
bailouts and big government? What if the rhetoric
that candidates displayed on the campaign trail was
dumped after electoral victory? What if Barack
Obama campaigned as an antiwar, pro‐civil liberties
candidate, then waged senseless wars while
assaulting your rights that the Constitution is
supposed to protect? What if George W. Bush
campaigned on a platform of nonintervention and
small government, then waged a foreign policy of
muscular military intervention and a domestic policy
of vast government borrowing and growth?

What if Bill Clinton declared the era of big
government to be over, but actually just convinced
Republicans like Newt Gingrich that they can get
what they want out of big government, too? What if
the Republicans went along with it?

What if Ronald Reagan spent six years running for
president promising to shrink government, but then
the government grew while he was in office? What if,
notwithstanding Reagan's ideas and cheerfulness and
libertarian rhetoric, there really was no Reagan
Revolution?

What if all this is happening again? What if Rick
Santorum is being embraced by voters who want
small government even though he voted for the
Patriot Act, for an expansion of Medicare and for
raising the debt ceiling by trillions of dollars? What if
Mitt Romney is being embraced by voters who want
anyone but Obama, but don't realize that Romney
might as well be Obama on everything from warfare
to welfare?
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The following essay was published by Judge Andrew Napolitano in 2012. We think it’s just as relevant today.



What If Elections Didn’t Matter?
What if Ron Paul is being ignored by the media not
because they claim he's unappealing or unelectable,
but because he doesn't fit into the pre‐manufactured
public opinion mold used by the establishment to
pigeonhole the electorate and create the so‐called
narrative that drives media coverage of elections?

What if the biggest difference between most
candidates was not substance but style? What if
those stylistic differences were packaged as
substantive ones to re‐enforce the illusion of a
difference between Democrats and Republicans?

What if Romney wins and ends up continuing most of
the same policies that Obama promoted? What if

Obama's policies, too, are merely extensions of
Bush's?

What if a government that manipulated us could be
fired? What if a government that lacked the true and
knowing consent of the governed could be
dismissed? What if it were possible to have a game‐
changer? What if we need a Ron Paul to preserve and
protect our freedoms from assault by the
government?

What if we could make elections matter again? What
if we could do something about this?
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Where Are The Dead Salmon?
The Karuks, and other environmental groups, have long
claimed suction dredging harms salmon. Their statements
have been supported by scores of biased scientists such
as Dr. Peter Moyle, who has received millions in grant
funding from the State.

Yet in sixty years of suction dredging the Department
hasn’t found a single dead salmon killed by a suction
dredge. Not one.

But how many salmon do the Indian tribes kill each year?
According to the Del Norte newspaper, The Triplicate,
“The quantity is nothing to shrug at this year, as the Yurok
Tribe set a commercial quota of 76,362 salmon. Selling
Klamath salmon for just one month out of the year is one
of the primary sources of income for hundreds of Yurok
tribal members, who made close to $3 million last year
alone [2013]. The tribe expects the commercial season to
be even more profitable for fishermen this year, with a
higher price per pound.”

The 2005 Klamath River fish kill eliminated over 40,000
salmon.

The Department of Fish and Wildlife issues over 1,000
salmon fishing permits a year, which results in the death
of salmon.

Yet there has never been a documented case of a suction
dredge killing a single salmon.

In a 2005 review of the Klamath River the Yurok tribe did
a survey of summer salmon holding areas and found not a
single “thermal refuge” in 19 miles from the Iron Gate

dam. The water was above lethal temperatures for
salmon.

The 2005 Klamath River fish kill was attributed to high
temperatures caused by the Iron Gate dam.

In a survey of all thermal refugia along the Klamath River
only 32 pools with water cool enough to support salmon
life were found. The main stem of the Klamath River in
July and August is hot enough to kill salmon.

In the 2003 survey of suction dredging on the Salmon
River the Department found no suitable areas for salmon
spawning due to a lack of natural riffles and cool water. In
fact the only areas where they found juvenile salmon
were within suction dredging holes which provided the
only areas where they could survive.

As a retired US Forest Service geologist wrote:

“How hypocritical it is to accuse miners of killing salmon
when these special interests are killing and selling the very
fish they are telling other they are trying to protect. Mr.
Hillman of the Karuk Tribe claims that they do not even
have enough salmon to fulfill their ceremonial needs, but
they can kill and sell them and blame other for the decline
in the salmon population?...How many fish do you
suppose 2.2 million fishermen kill in one season? How
many fish does the Karuk Tribe kill? This is a tribe that has
no reservation and therefore no fishing rights, yet the
Department of Fish and Game allows their illegal
activities.”



Want to Help But Don’t Know What to Do?

Contact MinerRick@TheMiningAlliance.com

Sponsor a Dredger

We’re not getting any younger. If we succeed in dredging legally this summer we’d like some experienced dredgers to volunteer to
teach the ropes to new dredgers. The WMA will act as an information conduit linking people looking for help, or willing to train, with
people wanting to learn how to mine. If you think you’d be interested you can email Rick at the above address and he’ll put you on a
list of folks willing to help. If you think you’d like to learn from a more experienced dredger then you can also email Rick and we’ll see
if we can help.

Reaching Out to Other Miners

We believe our message is reaching only about 10% of miners. We’ve been contacting miners for over three years now to keep them
informed. To date this effort has been handled by one person, but he could use some help. If you’d like to spend some time talking to
other miners then please contact us. This isn’t soliciting for funds, we never ask for money. The purpose is simply to make sure all
miners know what’s going on and how to stay informed.
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Thanks to everyone who has sustained this fight over the past 11 years to save suction dredging. This includes a long list
of organizations and people including the New 49ers who blocked the original secret settlement agreement, PLP who has
kept us in the courts and not backed down; Keene Engineering, the GPAA, the ICMJ , and the American Mining Rights
Association (AMRA) which is the single biggest contributor to the Rinehart Case and the CEQA case, and thousands of
individuals who have donated some of their hard earned money to pay lawyers.
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No Compromise

As Jerry Hobbs would say, not one more step backwards.

As we were preparing the final briefing one thing
became clear. This fight has gone on for a long, long
time. We’re not sure what the longest running
litigation in California is, but 11 years must be close.
That’s how long we’ve been in litigation over
dredging. Seven years of that litigation has been over
the dredging ban.

During that time we’ve overturned the Alameda Court
ban in the Appeals Court; The Rinehart conviction was
overturned in the Appeals Court; we won the
preemption case in San Bernardino County and we’re
now heading into the last of the trial cases. Despite a
string of wins we’ve been unsuccessful in convincing a
court to grant us any relief.

For an activity which causes such minimal effects its
hard to believe we’ve had to fight this long just to
preserve our rights to operate a suction dredge.
Ironically, all sizes of dredges are banned, even the
lowly 2” dredge which might possibly move a cubic
yard a day of material.

Suction dredges are so small the Army Corps of
Engineers, and the US Forest Service consider them
de minimus activities.
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It’s a fight of the self‐righteous who believe they
should be able to tell you how to live your life. After
all, why turn over rocks in the river for a few ounces
of gold, when you can start an environmental group
and receive millions in grant money to study the rocks
and their impact on global warming.

Tomorrow is January 1st and SB 637 goes into effect.
Go request your permit from the Water Board. When
they tell you they don’t have it – go dredge. We’ve
been out of the water long enough. It’s time to stand
up for our rights. The rights to operate our mining
claims. We didn’t stake these claims as nature
preserves and there are no records anywhere of a
single bug, fish or bird being harmed by a suction
dredge. If you want to know who’s killing the salmon
go knock on the door of the Yurok tribe as they collect
14,000 more endangered salmon for ceremonial
purposes.

If you want to know who’s killing the frogs look no
further than CDFW. The direct cause of the decline of
frogs is the stocking of non‐native trout in every pond
and gulch in this State which will hold water. Thank
you Trout Unlimited.

The bugs are being killed by pesticides, not dredges.

It’s simply about money and power and the use of the
Administrative State as the unelected fourth branch of
government. A branch which the other three are only
too happy to support as it leaves them free to make
laws regarding chicken working conditions and then
leave faceless regulators to establish SWAT teams to
raid chicken farms to ensure compliance.

The State lied, that much is clear, and yet instead of
doing the right thing and admitting it, they instead
admit they lied when they said dredging wasn’t
harmful. What else do you call a sworn statement
which says dredging isn’t harmful to fish, to only turn
around 7 months later and issue another sworn
statement which says – oops, I need to clarify my
earlier statement.

We’ve had enough. We’ll be dredging this summer,
how about you?



At less than 50lbs, this ultra‐portable, one piece
poly float with integrated recovery tray is tough,
light weight and compact enough to allow you to
pack into the remote spots. This dredge is powered
by the trusted Honda GXH‐50 mini 4 stroke engine
and features the DP75 jetting pump with cam‐
coupler, single nozzle venturi barrel with twist lock,
suction nozzle, 10 feet of dredge hose and the
famous Dahlke dove‐tail riffles.

$1,995

Powered by a 9‐13HP engine featuring the DP500
jetting pump, Dahlke compressor, 20’ hose kit, heavy
duty swivel suction nozzle and a 24” x 75” recovery
tray. The complete 6” package is included in the price.

$8,195

This tough, one‐piece poly float design is compact and
portable. It features an integrated recovery tray and will fit
on a large pack frame for remote operations. The Micro 4 is
powered by a 5.5‐6.0HP engine and features the DP150
jetting pump with a cam‐coupler. It has a dual jet top‐eductor
with an auxiliary flusher water port. It comes with 15’ of
dredge hose and a two stage recovery system with Hungarian
primary riffles and dovetail finishing riffles.

$3,750



Thanks to everyone who has stepped up and funded this fight. We appreciate your support. The Western Mining
Alliance pays our own legal bills and we’re grateful to Dave McCracken and the New 49ers for allowing us to share
the legal costs with their own legal challenges. Thanks also to AMRA who has provided significant financial
support.

We believe we’ve done the very best job we can with your hard earned money. We’ve never paid ourselves a
dime and we continue to appreciate every dollar provided. Sometimes, when you’re not looking at unpaid legal
bills you forget how much even a single contribution is appreciated. You don’t have to send a lot of money, even
$5 helps us out, and we appreciate it.

Please continue your support of our efforts to fight the State, and please continue to support the businesses
which support the fight. You can also avoid the businesses which are supporting the environmentalists.
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The above photo is supposed to show the “turbidity” created by a suction dredge as well as the 
environmental destruction of digging  holes in the creek. We’re sure they took this picture to show someone 
dredging into the “bank”. However, that’s an instream bar and it looks to us like he’s done a good job of 
cleaning the green slime from those rocks resulting from high water temperatures.

Some photos from the Administrative Record in which the submitters claimed this showed significant environmental 
damage – enjoy.

Well, there’s just no
refuting the evidence
shown to the left. This is
most definitely a dredge
on the Yuba River with a
floating boulder winch.

It’s clear this dredge is
just chock full of
environmental
destruction potential.
We’re glad the enviros
supplied this as evidence
dredges destroy the
rivers.
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Does this look like a dredge to you? This is what they used for the mercury experiment where they claimed a 
suction dredge could release more mercury into the river than the river actually had. According to the experiment 
dredges turn water into mercury.
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Mines of the American West – San Diego County, California. It is the twenty‐fourth book in the series Mines, Ghost Towns and 
Legends of the American West and the sixth on counties in California. This book contains over 1,350 entries (794 Amazon Kindle 
pages) covering mines, historic mining companies and associated lore in San Diego County. This book contains over 600 entries
for Gold mines and Gold‐related properties, more than 150 Gemstone related entries and more than 50 entries related to 
Tungsten.

There are 23 other books in the series Mines, Ghost Towns and Legends of the American West, covering individual Western 
counties. The most recent titles include:

Mines of the American West ‐ Los Angeles County, California ‐This book, containing 412 Kindle Pages was published July 16, 
2015.

Mines of the American West – San Mateo and San Francisco Counties, California: This book, containing 106 Kindle Pages, was 
published June 5, 2015.

Mines of the American West – Navajo County, Arizona: This book contains over 435 entries (182 Kimble pages, Published May 
25, 2015) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Navajo County, Arizona.

Mines of the American West – Apache County, Arizona: This book contains over 815 entries (438 Kindle Pages, Published April 
16, 2015) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Apache County, Arizona. 

Mines of the American West – Santa Cruz County, Arizona: This book contains over 1,360 entries (612 Kindle Pages, Published 
January 29, 2015) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Santa Cruz County. 

Mines of the American West – Greenlee County, Arizona: This book contains over 550 entries (272 Kindle Pages, Published 
November 2, 2014) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Greenlee County. 

Mines of the American West – Graham County, Arizona: This book contains approximately 825 entries (412 Kindle Pages, 
Published October 8, 2014) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Graham County. 

Mines of the American West – Cochise County, Arizona: This book contains over 1,880 entries (939 Kindle Pages, Published 
August 1, 2014) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Cochise County. 

Mines of the American West – Gila County, Arizona: This book contains over 1,735 entries (792 Kindle Pages, Published March 
13, 2014) relating to mines, mining companies and lore in Gila County. 

You can see the full list of books from this author at
http://www.amazon.com/Ivan‐Herring/e/B005P0F3MA/ref=sr_tc_2_0?qid=1449839572&sr=1‐2‐ent

Some Books of Interest to Miners
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“Fascism is the merger of state and corporate power.” Mussollini

The State vs. Rinehart

A MERGER OF STATE, 
CORPORATE AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL POWER

“Liberty, once lost, is lost forever.” John Adams

We Need Your Help

 The state of California has relentlessly 
pursued the prosecution of a young 
miner for mining his claim

 Despite a state appeals court ruling his 
conviction was unconstitutional the 
State has pushed the issue to the 
California Supreme Court

 We need your financial support to pay 
the legal bills as Rinehart fights for all 
miners

 The outcome of this case is of critical 
importance to the future of mining 
across the West

Donate Now!
Send your donation to:

Brandon Rinehart
c/o James Buchal
Murphy & Buchal LLP
3425 SE Yamhill St Ste 100
Portland, OR 97214
jbuchal@mbllp.com

Support Mining
Help us fund the Rinehart case. Despite 
the State and the Federal government in 
opposition the miners have continued to 
win in the courts. The U.S. Constitution is 
on our side, but only if we can carry the 
fight through the legal system. Please help 
Rinehart pay the legal bills and donate 
today.

For an excellent review of the Rinehart 
case, and who Brandon Rinehart is visit:

http://www.goldprospectors.org/News/New
s‐Details/ArtMID/636/ArticleID/129/Miners‐
rally‐in‐support‐of‐Rinehart
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SAMPLING OF RIVERS IN CALIFORNIA LISTED AS “IMPAIRED”

 Klamath River
 Mad River
 Russian River
 Trinity River
 American River, North Fork
 Lower American River
 Bear Creek
 Bear River
 Butte Creek
 Calaveras River
 Cosumnes River
 Deer Creek
 Feather River Middle Fork
 Feather River North Fork
 Feather River South Fork

 Horse Creek
 Humbug Creek
 Kanaka Creek
 Little Grizzly Creek
 Merced River
 Mokelumne River
 Pit River
 Sacramento River
 San Joaquin River
 Tuolumne River
 Willow Creek
 Yuba River North Fork
 Yuba River Middle Fork
 Yuba River South Fork

Why do we keep printing this page each month? To remind you just how serious this is. The environmentalists, and 
legislators have indicated if a river is considered “impaired” under the Clean Water Act then that river will be closed to 
dredging.

The above list is only a few of the hundreds of streams and rivers in California currently listed as impaired. If you have a 
claim on these rivers then you are at risk of losing the complete access to, and the value of, your mining claim.

The only way to ensure we protect our rights to mine our claims is to continue the legal effort. This seemingly endless 
struggle is an ongoing battle against the environmentalists and the State. Ask yourself what the alternative is? What if no 
one was standing against this stuff?

It is far cheaper for all of us to kick in a little, than for any one of us to foot the whole bill. There are thousands of 
dredgers, lets maintain this fight and protect our rights. If you’ve been sitting on the sidelines letting others carry the 
fight, now would be a good time to do your part.

As opposed to supposed “non‐profits” who pay themselves hefty salaries with donated money, we don’t pay ourselves at 
all. We’re not run on donations. We run on memberships and purchases. We have various levels of memberships you can 
select from, or if you really want to help – purchase a custom claims report from us and receive the information no one 
else has.


